15/8/17
Run No 2478 “Mas o Menos” Run
Hare BOXA (sans dogs)
Things are getting tough with the Walkers being asked to do the “run” report.
This is the first report since Run No 2472. ICE for those lazy pricks who couldn’t be
bothered to write the last five reports.
The Email traffic for Boxa’s run started to flow with a f**k up and a change of
venue with explicit instructions about the location of the circle, parking and the
restaurant.
It must have worked because the GM, Divot and Brengun not only turned up on
time but on the right date.
Applying military strategy Boxa set out to claim run of the year. On a positive note
and as a solo hare he set and marked both a run and a walk which joined and
separated throughout the run. For the much more important negative note, see
later.
The on time GM called the pack to order, introduced the visitor, Pigpen from
Geelong. Bit of a strange one, Pigpen, he doesn’t support his local football team
and immediately de-dacked and sat on the ice, without invitation, when brought out
for his visitor’s down down. However, I am reliably advised that he “out bugled” our
Hash Horn - JC
The run and walk set off beside Hawthorne Park where Luftwaffe and Multiple
Choice were noted perving at young female sportspersons. The runners did an extra
lap of the oval and caught up later. Combining the run and walk meant the walkers
were caught on checkbacks normally reserved for the runners.
The trail proceeded past the multi-million dollar houses of Bulimba slowly climbing to
the drink stop at Suvla St. Boxa had advised all to make it to the drink stop as he
had a brew of Sangria, consistent with the Spanish theme of the run.
This is where Boxa missed out on a possible run of the year award,
Only about 10% of the pack got to the drinkstop. The trail went along Tugulawa St,
Fifth Av and across to Olive Grove and was supposed to go right into Byrne Parade
to the drinkstop on Suvla St. The problem was due to the arrow up Byrne St being
indistinct and close to the arrow coming down the other side of Byrne St, the
majority missed Byrne St and the drinkstop.
On arrival at the circle our glorious GM, bless the ground he walks upon, again
called the pack to order and called for comments on the run whilst lamenting
missing the drinkstop.
Scribe was able to partake of the sangria back at the car pack as Boxa had so
much left over. Probably gave it to his dogs later on.
The usual miscreants presented their arses to the ice – Irish Joke for cooking the
bum out of a cooking pot ably assisted by the newly crowned Asian chef – Snappy
Tom.
Luftwaffe continued Multiple Choice’s annual tale of getting pissed with his
mates at the Broncos game (at least they won) and retiring to houses of ill repute.

The Luftwaffe clan really ganged up on poor old Multiple as Lufty’s daughter
sprung Multiple having a ??? dance. What was she doing there? Reckon you could
have sold tickets to the Sunday morning breakfast in the Multiple household.
Run Score
Run – good trail markings for runners and walkers
Less poor trail marking to the drinkstop
Score
Circle
Food – good Paella and Spanish Beer
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